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Clothesline Project spreads domestic violence awareness

Each shirt design includes basic information about the victim and incident, while the actual design of the shirt represents an aspect of the individual.
Erin Seaberg
Winonan

Last week, the Winona
State University campus had a
colorful addition to the scenery.
The
Clothesline
Project
displayed clothing outside of
Kryzsko Commons in memory
of victims of domestic violence.
The display, which was put

on by the Women's Resource
Center, was on campus Oct.
7-13.
"The goal of the project is
to raise awareness and create
empowerment for victims. It
also gives families of victims a
way to cope and see that what
happened to their loved ones
isn't going to be overlooked,"
said Kara Eggers, an intern

and a trained advocate at the
Women's Resource Center.
Each of the shirts displayed
on the clothesline was made
in honor of a person who lost
their life to domestic violence.
The shirts were designed
to reflect something about
the person who each shirt
represented. The information
on the shirt includes the name

of the victim, where they
were from, how they died and
how they knew the individual
responsible for their death.
By
including
personal
information, the shirts help to
bring a face to the reality of
domestic violence.
"It's really conscious raising
because when people see all
the shirts and how there are

actually names, ages, locations
and days they died, it really
helps put a person in that
statistic. It motivates me to get
involved and I hope it does the
same for others," Eggers said.

See CLOTHESLINE, pg.2
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Eggers is getting others
involved by getting students to
take notice of the display.
Jennifer Baker, a student at
Winona State, said, "A display
like that really catches your
eye, seeing clothes hanging on
campus makes everyone want
to know why they are there.
It makes you actually read
why it's there instead of, for
example, an email that can just
be deleted."
Learning about domestic
violence and abuse from a
young age can help to prevent

continued from pg. 1

it. When people know what in the Winona community.
characterizes abuse, they can Some of these include the
avoid violent and abusive Women's Resource Center and
tendencies.
the Winona State Counseling
"People can fall into thinking Center. If there is immediate
an abusive relationship is danger, the best thing to do is
a normal relationship so to call 911.
If students are interested
that when they do get old
they continue to be in abuse in helping to stop domestic
violence, they are encouraged
relationships," Eggers said.
If people do find themselves to get involved. Students
in an abusive relationship, there can get more information
are ways to get help. One of the by contacting the Women's
best things an abuse victim can Resource Center. They can
do is to seek assistance. There also inquire about becoming a
are multiple resources for help trained advocate. The training

for this program is offered as a
class on campus.
Even though the shirts are
no longer on campus, there are
still multiple chances to see
the display. The Clothesline
project moved to Southeast
Technical College immediately
after leaving Winona State, and
from there it will move to Saint
Mary's University where it will
be displayed Oct. 17-21. After
that it will be displayed at the
Winona Mall Oct. 21-24 and
Winona Senior High School
Oct. 24-28. The project's tour

of Winona will end at the
Women's Resource Center
from Oct. 28 through Nov. 1.
The project is also hosted
at various other locations
throughout the state. For more
information on the project, visit
the Minnesota Coalition for
Battered Women's website.

Contact Erin at
ESeaberg06@winona.edu

Homecoming 2011: Monster Mash
Karin Chandler
Winonan
Every year, Homecoming is
filled with events for students
to enjoy. Directed by the
Homecoming committee, the
events are student-centered and
represent a lot of work.
Alex
Edlund,
the
Homecoming
committee
coronation chair, said, "The
theme this year, 'Monster
Mash' is going to make this
year's homecoming especially
exciting. I think that the theme
lends itself to a lot of really fun
ideas for the parade, as well
as fun events throughout the
week, like the pumpkin carving
contest."
This is the first year Winona
State University has sponsored
an
official
Homecoming
T-shirt. More than 200 people
bought the shirt, which featured
spooky eyes between Winona
State's symbol and said "Get
Freaky" on the back.
Lauren Ostergaard, head of
the Homecoming committee,
said, "That many students
interested in buying shirts will
be interested to coming to the
events." Since this year's theme
is "Monster Mash," this shirt
will hopefully remind students
to get involved.
On Tuesday, there will be
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a pumpkin carving contest.
Students will need to bring their
own tools, but knives have to
be less than three inches long.
120 pumpkins will be available
to decorate, starting at 1 p.m.
and ending at 3 p.m., when the
judging takes place. Students
get the chance to win a T-shirt
and goodie bag.
The pumpkins will be kept
for the decorations during the
coronation ceremony at 7:30 in
Somsen Auditorium.
Following
coronation,
UPAC is sponsoring a concert
featuring
Winona
State
freshmen Tyler Krause and
Adam Kazilsky. Jim Trouten
will perform as well. Doors
will open at 7 p.m.
RHA is sponsoring the
Rubber Duck Regatta on
Wednesday from
6-8 p.m.,
located at the Lourdes pool.
The cost is $3.
On Thursday, UPAC is
sponsoring a comedy show,
featuring comedians Dave and
Ethan. They will be coaching
students about college dating.
The show will be at 7:30 p.m.
in Somsen Auditorium. Doors
will open at 7 p.m.
Friday starts out with a club
fair from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. At
11:30 a.m., there is an Oreo
eating contest for the first ten
girls and ten guys. There is

a prize for the girl and guy
winner.
The committee members
hope to get freshmen involved
with homecoming activities, so
they will continue to participate
in years to come, said Katelyn
Bailey, a member of the
committee.
Last year, there was a wing
eating contest; however, due
to amount of cleaning spent
after the contest, the committee
decided that Oreos would be
less of a hassle. The pep fest
will begin at noon. All these
events will take place in the
courtyard.
The parade and the football
game on Saturday will conclude
the Homecoming events. The
parade starts at 10 a.m. and will
include residence halls, clubs,
the community, alumni, and the
Homecoming court. The game
is against Concordia-St. Paul
and starts at 1 p.m.
Throughout the week, there
is a medallion hunt. Clues will
be published every day in the
WSU Update, and the prize is
$50.

Contact Karin at
KChandler08@winona.edu

Winona State Security offers free CPR/AED certification courses
Helen Meyers
Winonan
Winona State University
Security will be offering CPR
and AED training to all students
in October and November.
This training will provide
participants with American
Heart Association certification
and is offered free of charge.
Cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) is an
emergency procedure that,
when done correctly, can help
to keep oxygenated blood
circulating throughout the
body until a person suffering
from cardiac arrest can receive
medical attention.
Automated
external
defibrillators (AEDs) can
provide an electric current

to the heart to help restore a
normal rhythm. There are 22
AEDs located on the Winona
State campus in case of an
emergency, along with three
on West Campus and one in
building B of the East Lake
Apartments.
CPR was developed in
1960, and the American Heart
Association began a training
program
for
healthcare
providers so that they would be
familiar with the methods. CPR
was officially endorsed by the
American Heart Association in
1963.
"When someone has a heart
attack or quits breathing it's a
nice feeling to know what to
do and potentially be able to
save someone's life," Steve
Baumgart, the course instructor

said.
Students
can
prepare
themselves to help in an
emergency
situation
by
attending training courses
and becoming CPR and AED
certified.
According to the American
Heart Association, less than
one third of people who suffer
from cardiac arrest outside of
a hospital receive bystander
CPR. When CPR is provided
and done correctly while
waiting for medical attention
to be received, it can double
to triple the victim's chance of
survival.
"We are the only security
office in the MNSCU system
that offers [these certifications]
for free," said Baumgart. The
free classes can be convenient

for students who may be
working with a limited budget.
During
the
sessions,
people also have the option
of receiving their healthcare
provider CPR certification,
which is required for students
in the nursing program at
Winona State. This allows
nursing students to receive this
certification without going offsite and paying course fees.
All of the sessions this
semester are already full,
Baumgart said. Since Winona
State started offering the
classes, approximately 500
students and staff have been
certified.
The remaining six courses,
which last from two to three
hours, are being held in dining
rooms C and D of Kryzsko

Commons and are offered
during the afternoon on
varying days of the week to
accommodate students' busy
schedules.
There
will
be
more
opportunities for students
to become certified through
Winona State Security in
upcoming semesters, Baumgart
said.
Baumgart said Winona
State Security is trying to fit
interested students into the
sessions available this semester
if at all possible.
Students with questions
about these courses should
contact Winona State Security.
Contact Helen at
HMeyers08@winona.edu

Interactive disability awareness event promotes understanding
Melissa Edel
Winonan
In celebration of National
Disabilities Awareness Month
across campuses, graduate
students Laura Briggs and
Lisa Hammes are hosting an
event called, "Disabilities:
Experience it! Understand it!"
October
is
National
Disabilities Awareness Month
for colleges across the United
States. Congress passed the law
in 1945 where it was originally
named "National Employ
the Physically Handicapped
Week."
"In
1962,
the
word
'physically' was removed to

acknowledge the employment
needs and contributions of
individuals with all types of
disabilities," stated the United
States Department of Labor
website. In 1988, legislators
expanded the duration to a
month, changing the name
to
"National
Disability
Employment
Awareness
Month."
"Disabilities:
Experience
it! Understand it!" will host
a variety of simulations for
students, faculty and staff on
campus to increase awareness
of what it is like to have certain
disabilities, with the intent that
attendees become more aware
of people who have particular

disabilities around them.
The idea came about
for Briggs while planning
an advocacy project for
the Counseling Education
Department here at Winona
State University.
"People should become
more aware and people with
disabilities; should feel more
comfortable," Briggs said. She
said she wanted to "help people
become more aware of what
it's like to have a disability."
Briggs said that Nancy
Dumke, Disability Resource
Center Coordinator, helped to
give suggestions on what to do
for certain disabilities at this
event as well as her own life

experiences.
Briggs said she is looking
forward to how this event will
impact students, faculty and
staff.
"I hope to impact students'
life, even if it's not big, but
simple, making a difference,"
she said.
Hammes thought of the idea
to do a project on disability
awareness and to co-host this
event because of her personal
experiences with people with
disabilities. Her mother has
Multiple Sclerosis, her great
uncle has Down's Syndrome,
and her cousin has ADHD.
Hammes said, "I have
seen what it's like for them to

struggle and to not be treated
right. They're not different,
they just have to do things a
little differently to make it
through the day."
Hammes said she hopes
people will analyze what is
going on in people's lives
before they judge them.
Briggs and Hammes are
hosting the awareness event
on Oct. 21 and 28. The event
is being held in Kryzsko
Commons in the Student Union
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. There is
no cost for attending.
Contact Melissa at
MEdel08@winona.edu
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East Lake Apartment sign-ups approaching
Ashley Koch
Winonan
Sign-ups for a popular living
situation among upperclassmen
are approaching.
East
Lake
Apartment
residents are chosen Nov. 16
this year. Current residents
have priority, and new residents
are chosen based upon credits
earned.
There is an extensive
waiting list per semester and
high returning rate for East
Lake residents.
East Lake
director, Ellen Hughey, said
this is because, "students don't
have to worry about monthly
bills, laundromats, or walking
garbage to the dumpster in the
winter."
The apartments were built
in 2003 and have been popular
ever since.

4*News

Students can choose from
several layouts with one to
four bedrooms apiece. Each
apartment is fully furnished,
with full range kitchen, living
room, washer/dryer and two
study areas per building.
Students get to choose both
the building (A-D) and room
arrangement of their interest.
While there are no single
apartments, the one bedroom
serves as an option for two
people to a room.
The two most common
student groups at East Lake
are sophomores and seniors,
predominantly sophomores.
Sophomores are attracted
to the apartments because it
is an easy transition to a more
independent, campus-related
living environment. Although
independent living is an
attraction, there are still social

programs planned and put on
by the Community Assistants
of each building.
Community Assistant Katrina
Lindstrom said, "Quality is
valued over quantity for these
events; if I get two people to
find friendship, then that is
successful for me."
There are ten programs a
semester, half of which are
based upon five themes, namely
service, education, social and
diversity/inclusion.
"The
diversity/inclusion
programs are big at East Lake,"
Lindstrom said. "There is a
high degree of diversity within
residents here."
Another way that students
can be involved with their
peers at East Lake is in one of
the three student employment
positions within the buildings:
Assistant Director, Community

Assistant and Desk Assistant.
Alex Olson is a desk assistant.
"I absolutely love working
here; the hours are tolerable,
where school and a social life
is still possible," she said.
Seniors tend to be attracted to
the East Lake option due to the
low cost of sub-leasing relative
to other off-campus leasing
contracts, as well as the ease of
getting a sub-leasing candidate.
Also,
the
apartments
remain available throughout
the summer months for the
students needing to squeeze in
some credits.
Located six blocks from
campus and near Lake Winona,
public transportation to and
from campus is a feature most
students take advantage of.
Although this is sometimes
a cm:oro for some students
who are not familiar with the

transportation, it usually just
takes getting used to the arrival
and departure schedule.
Noise can be a concern for
some students, as it is with any
communal living situation. At
East Lake, this is rarely the case
since the residents all tend to
be aware and very respectful of
their neighbors, Hughey said.
"Overall, students enjoy that
it is like living on-campus,
but provides the luxury of
being separate from campus;
it is convenient and spacious,"
Hughey said.

Contact Ashley at
AKoch08@winona.edu

Winona State students unite to fight cancer
Addressing
the
need
to support survivors, the
presentation emphasized that
"You would never expect someone is a survivor once
cancer to be part of your they hear the diagnosis of
story of life," student Amanda cancer. Burggraff relived the
Burggraff said at Winona State moment that as a sophomore
University's Colleges Against in high school, she was told
Cancer kickoff.
her symptoms pointed to
For Burggraff and the half something far more sobering
dozen student survivors who than a virus.
Explaining the numbness
joined her in sharing parts
of their stories, cancer was a of hearing leukemia from her
startling diagnosis as well as doctor for the first time, she
a catalyst for advocacy in the said, "From there on, he just
lives of those suffering from kept talking. I have no idea
this devastating set of illnesses. what he said."
Winona State's CAC
Burggraff explained the
organizes and holds fundraisers emotional toll of adding
and events that reflect the heart "cancer patient" to her identity
and soul of the American as a daughter, high school
Cancer Society: fighting back student, athlete, and overall,
against every form of cancer.
pretty happy kid. Suffering a
This on-campus organization stroke in the midst of battling
directs their efforts into the leukemia, BurggrafFs hopeful
Relay for Life initiative, a 12 and positive attitude was tested
hour event that will take place repeatedly. She recounted how
Friday, April 20 this year at a moment with her dad on the
Winona State. With names bench, her second time outside
anywhere from "Kickin' Out that month, was interrupted
Cancer" to "Hakuna Matata," by more shattering news: yet
teams are getting organized another month of treatment
under the banner of eliminating cutting into her hopes of living
and
supporting a life with some sense of
cancer
normalcy.
survivors.
Kristi LaFollette

Winonan

"There were so many times
when I'd just be holding my
mom and we'd be crying and
crying," she said.
Sharing her story of recovery,
Burggraff is a powerful
example of hope in the midst of
an issue all too often accepted
as insurmountable.
Breanne Foster, co-chair
of the Marketing Committee
for CAC, said, "I hope to see
more programs to benefit
cancer patients and families.
Although I hope to see a cure
of all cancers, I do understand
that this is difficult and more of
a long-term goal. A short term
goal that I would like to see
as soon as possible are more
experimental treatments, more
journals, more studies, and a
way to make the process more
comfortable for the patients."
She continued to say that the
American Cancer Society and
Colleges Against Cancer do
raise significant money that aid
in finding a cure, but as research
continues, these organizations
make a significant difference
in the individual lives of cancer
patients, offering services such
as comfortable spaces, free
wigs, and transportation to and

from appointments.
Foster said, "Chemotherapy
and radiation can take so much
out of a patient, giving hope
and keeping them as positive
as possible through programs
or better treatment options will
really benefit their journey."
Like Buggraff, Foster's
involvement in CAC is
motivated by far more than
resume building. Two weeks
after moving to Winona as a
freshman, Foster found that
her father was diagnosed with
stage four glioblastoma brain
cancer. While most students
wouldn't know how to spell
this condition, Foster is all too
familiar with the toll this illness
takes on the body. Watching
her father battle with this form
of the illness has driven her
further on in the fight against
cancer.
"I have now decided to join
CAC and become as involved
as I can so that no one will have
to be alone in the fight against
cancer, and to get closer to a
cure," Foster said.
The Relay for Life not only
enables individuals to raise
money for cancer research, but
provides a forum to celebrate

and remember. For Burggraff,
it meant celebrating remission
and getting a chance to love on
other patients, like Kyle, who
lost his fight against cancer.
Colleges Against Cancer
is composed of a series of
committees that welcome
involvement,
including
logistics,
entertainment,
fundraising,
mission
awareness,
luminaria/
silent auction, survivorship
committee, website/accounting
committee, team development,
and marketing.
Committee chairs invite
students to check out their
website: www.relayforlife.org/
winonastate or Winona State's
Colleges Against
Cancer
Facebook page.
Email Breanne Foster at
bfoster07@winona.edu for any
additional information

Contact Kristi at
KLaFollette09@winona.edu

Burggraff with Kyle, a friend who died of cancer. Photo courtesy of Amanda Burgraff.
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Julia Sand
Winonan

While many Winona State
University students do not have
cars while at school, they are
not stopped from enjoying the
city.
With lakes to ride around,
stores to shop at and a river
to visit, students at Winona
State have the option to rent
bikes and go wherever they are
itching to explore for no cost
at all thanks to the Purple Bike
Rental Program.
Three years ago Gretchen
Michlitsch, who works in
the English department as
an assistant professor, along
with Student Senate and other
student-based organizations,
started the Purple Bike Rental
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Program. It is still going strong.
"Every year we grow
exponentially," Paul Stern said.
Stern is now head of the bike
program.
The program not only
provides free
transportation
for the students, faculty and
staff, but it also gives back to
the community and continues
Winona State's work toward a
greener campus.
"Winona is a middle-sized
town. College and community
end up sharing space," Stern
said.
He explained that the bike
program reduces congestion on
the streets because students are
using bikes instead of cars.
Starting off with only five
bikes that were donated,
Winona State now offers 30

bright yellow bikes and three beneath Lucas Hall.
relaxing activity.
tandems, using money provided
The program is popular, and
However, if renters run a
by a grant from Minnesota little late or get stopped by the news about it spreads primarily
Schools Reducing Carbon.
train on the way back, there is through word of mouth.
Renting a bike is almost as no penalty.
"We do not advertise because
easy as riding one. Students
"We just want them back," we already run out of bikes,"
can go to the Student Resource Stern said.
Stern said.
Verbeck said he rode the
Center in Kryzsko Commons
The last day to rent bikes this
with a valid student ID, fill out bikes around the lake with year is Nov. 1.
a packet, sign some papers and friends.
Stern said it is hard to choose
"I did not have a bike, so it a day to close the program for
receive a helmet, bike and lock.
the winter, but Nov. 1 to March
"It was fairly easy," said was a great benefit," he said.
Also having access to a bike 1 is the downtime needed
Donny Verbeck, who rented a
bike a few weeks after moving "allows people to go to slightly in order to keep the bikes
in. The only downside was farther away places." So, not maintained.
having to "read two full pages having a car does not mean
students are stuck on campus.
of text."
Bikes are typically rented
Stern also said the Purple
out for five hours and asked Bike Rental Program also is
to be returned before dusk; interested in "giving people
equipment must be returned to time to slow down."
It encourages students to Contact Julia at
the Student Resource Center
and Bike Station, located slow down their life by doing a JSandl0@winona.edu

What's Happening Around Winona State...
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Athenaeum: "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the Farm5
Time: 1 p.m.
Place: Library 2nd floor
Contact: Allison Quam
AQuam@winona.edu

CLASP: "Otavalan Women, Kichwa
Cosmology, Healing and Place"
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Stark Hall - Miller Auditorium
Contact: Gretchen Cohenour
GCohenour@winona.edu

ELC Conversation Partners
Time: 6-8 p.m.
Place: Lourdes 157
Contact: International Programs
international@winona.edu

Go find that medallion!

Target Q&A Sign-up Deadline
Place: Career Services EZLink
Contact: Charlie Opatz
507-457-5878

Club Fair
Time: 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Place: Courtyard
Contact: Tracy Rahim
507-457-5308
trahim@winona.edu

Oreo Eating Contest and Pep Fest
Time: 11:30 a.ra-1 p.m.
Place: Courtyard
Contact: Katelyn Bailey
320-250-0528

Volleyball vs. Southwest State
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: McCown
Contact: Grant Wall
GWall@winona.edu

4th Annual Warrior Waddle
Time: 8 a.m.
Place: Lake Park Lodge
Contact: Alumni Relations
alumni@winona.edu

Homecoming Parade
Time: 10 a.m.
Place: Huff Street
Contact: Tracy Rahim
507-457-5308
trahim@winona.edu

Dave & Ethan, College Dating
Coaches
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Somsen Auditorium

Football vs. Concordia
University- St. Paul
Time: 1 p.m.
Place: Maxwell Field
Contact: Grant Wall
GWall@winona.edu

Six weeks until finals!
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"The Minnesotan Impact"
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko- East Hall
Contact: Alexander Hines
ahines@winona.edu

"Much Ado About Nothing"
Guthrie Theatre
Stock up on Halloween candy!
If you didn't get your tickets, it's too
late. Oops.
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Americans becoming hoarders one piece of trash at a time
Hannah Jones
Winonan
One evening, after a hearty
cafeteria dinner of a loaded
baked potato and some kind
of baked bean medley salad,
I returned to my room and
plopped down in my desk
chair. I grimaced, tracing
the insides of my cheek with
my tongue. Without doubt, I
would taste olives and kidney
beans all night if I didn't take
immediate action. I quickly
procured a piece of Trident
Spearmint Gum, popped the
breath remedy into my mouth,
and turned to throw away the
wrapper. My eyes met my
wastebasket. Rather, they met
the gargantuan pile that was
once my wastebasket.
My
trash
has
been
overflowing for about two
weeks. Tissues, Ziploc baggies,
to-go boxes from the cafeteria,
wrappers, Q-tips, and other
assorted debris co-mingled
in a spontaneous mountain of
rubbish. I could see the flecks
of green that signified other

pieces of Trident Spearmint
gum, pre-chewed and forgotten
in a wad of used paper towels.
I held the wrapper I intended to
toss in my hand and frowned at
the precarious mound. I had
been intending to take out the
trash for days, and somehow
had never gotten around to
it. Adding even my scrap of
paper to the pile might disrupt
its equilibrium and send it
exploding out of the poor plastic
bin. The trash was heaping to
dangerous proportions, and
unless something was done,
collapse was inevitable.
Critical as the state of my
wastebasket is, it is nothing
compared to its larger cousin:
the common landfill. America,
just like me, is having a harder
and harder time throwing
things away. Our dumps and
rubbish heaps are filling to
capacity, hills upon hills of
squelching,
foul-smelling
waste growing by the day. Last
year's Winona State common
book, Heather Rogers' "Gone
Tomorrow: the Hidden Life
of Garbage," featured one of

these colossal garbage sites on
the cover. The book depicted a
vast wasteland of brown and
gray, dotted with inorganic
white spots that indicated
plastic
and
Styrofoam.
Seagulls whizzed and dove
in the murky skies above,
just as if they had mistaken
the dump for an ugly, smelly
ocean. Which, really, is not a
testament to the intelligence
of seagulls, but still conveys a
powerful scene to the viewer.
As a freshman, I gawked at
the photo beneath the title,
repulsed and unnerved. I had
to wonder what on Earth had
distracted humankind from
cleaning that pile up.
According to Rogers' book,
each American chucks 2,600
pounds of trash into these
landfills every year. That's
about the weight of not one,
but two average adult horses.
So, if we stood Seabiscuit and
Secretariat side-by-side on
a garbage truck and dumped
them into a sea of refuse, we'd
come just shy of equating just
one American's annual garbage

contribution. Sadly, I think
neither of these animals would
appreciate the symbolism of
such treatment, and I'm sure
the seagulls wouldn't want
them around either.
So, what do we do with all
of this accumulating trash?
We've tried several quick-fix
options. We've tried burning
it, for one. Not only were the
resulting fumes foul-smelling
and potentially deadly for the
surrounding populated areas,
but the poisonous, smoggy
byproduct was like a fist to
the nuts of the ozone layer.
We've also tried burying our
junk, hoping it would decay
and decompose safely out
of sight. Sometimes, it does.
Most times, however, rotting
garbage juice breaks free of
our trash pits and infects the
surrounding
groundwater.
America is still trying to dream
up a more stable way to toss our
trash, squeezing as many more
racehorses into our landfills
as is physically possible. We
can't keep this up forever. We
need to eventually take out the

trash- for real, this time.
So, standing in front of my
wastebasket, I found myself
in a bind. The garbage was on
the brink of spillage. Slowly,
carefully, I shoved a to-go box
deeper into the confines of the
trash bag, which was already
stretched to capacity. Then,
gently as I would deactivate
a live bomb, I wedged my
wrapper into the crevice I had
created. I withdrew my hand,
holding my breath. There was
a rustle, a creak, and then
silence. It would hold, for the
time being. I allowed myself
to breathe again. I'll take it
out tomorrow, I thought....
Probably.

Contact Hannah at
HJones09@winona.edu

There truly is no place like home for college students
Molly Barrett
Winonan
This past weekend, I was
looking forward to finally
getting over the sickness that
has been hanging on me for the
past two weeks and spending
some quality time with my
friends. However, in my poetry
class on Friday afternoon, we
read a poem by Steve Healey
that was about how he basically
didn't really know how to love
his grandfather, and it got me
thinking. Hey, I really missed
my mom. Come to think of it, I
missed my little sister, my dad
and my kittens. I missed eating
something other than Ramen
noodles and I missed opening
a fridge full of Diet Coke that
I didn't have to pay for. Come
to think of it, I had laundry to
do too. And I needed to pick up
my winter coat. And the more
I thought about it, the more

I realized that a weekend at
home was just what I needed.
I used half of the last $50 in
my bank account to put gas in
my car and made the two and
a half hour drive by myself
back home after work Friday
afternoon.
There's something to be
said about a long car ride with
yourself (and although some
will argue that two and a half
hours really isn't that long, it
sure beats the five minute trips
I take by myself in Winona to
work or to a friend's house). I
had the perfect playlist on my
iPod, and no one was in the
car to judge my lack of singing
ability or my affinity for blaring
the stuff I've been listening
to lately (mostly a mix of
Emanuel, Hawthorne Heights,
Underoath, Chiodos.... Artists
that remind me of a time
when I was fourteen and ohso-troubled). Music is its own
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therapy in itself, but driving
your own car, Diet Coke in
hand, old music blaring and
shifting through all six gears
as you're driving through
the gorgeous colors that the
bluffs are turning this time of
year is something that is much
needed every once in a while.
Immediately when I arrived
home, I went out to dinner with
my parents and aunt. It was
amazing to me to finally have
an adult, grown up experience
where I wasn't worrying the
whole time how much rent
money this outing would cost
me. I could drink a glass of
wine, eat actual food and not
worry about the impending
check! I felt like a grown- up!
(Albeit one that had someone
else pay.... I really need to
marry someone rich).
That night, I cozied up into
my childhood bed around
10 p.m., with the rest of my

family either asleep or in their
respective rooms. The silence
was amazing. I didn't have
to look at my phone for text
messages or feel like a loser
for going to bed early on a
Friday night. I had no one to
impress, so I didn't need to put
make-up on or participate in
any or all of the nine thousand
rituals we girls do to get ready
to go out on the weekends.
The only noise in my house
was my kitten purring next to
me, and the whirr of my fan.
I immediately fell asleep, and
was uninterrupted for the next
12 hours.
Through everything I've
been dealing with lately, which
is a laundry list that I'm sure
is similar to almost every
20-year-old girl (boy problems,
money stresses, am-I-goingto-fail-that-class worries, dearGod-I-just-want-to-sleep-infor-once thoughts, etc), I really

needed this weekend at home.
I was able to eat actual food,
spend some much needed time
with my parents, catching
them up on my life, as well
as not having to worry about
anything except reveling in the
peace of being at home.
It's funny to remember
my 17-year-old self in that
same room, walls covered with
photos that are now long gone,
scribbling in my journal about
how much I couldn't wait to
get out on my own. Now, after
I've done it for two and a half
years, there's nothing I crave
more than being under my
parents' roof again. I guess the
grass is always greener on the
other side.

Contact Molly at
MBarrett08@winona. edu

The Internet: the black hole for college students
Erin Cochran
Winonan

As I sat down to write this
op-ed at my friend's apartment
I found myself fall into the
same predicament I always
get into when I have a task at
hand. I open my computer,
open a Word document and
then, nothing. I have no clue
how to start, where to start and
I just really don't want to do it.
As you can imagine, there are
many problems when I have
something important to do.
I have zero productivity
whenever I try to do
homework at friend's houses.
First problem, there are
two TV's on: one with The
Office on (the episode where
Dwight gives birth to a buttery
watermelon) and one with

my Vikings losing, a pretty
standard practice for them
lately. It's impossible to crack
down and focus on the task
at hand. Second problem: I
have five tabs open in Firefox:
Facebook, Reddit, YouTube,
Twitter and shopping on
Forever 21 online. Do not,
I repeat, do not ever shop
online. It's a trap!
Ihave come to the conclusion
that the Internet is the best and
worst invention for college
students. There's a huge world
of information for us to take
in and better ourselves and
then there's a YouTube video
of an overweight woman
demonstrating how to use a
Shake Weight.
I have an ongoing struggle
with my Internet browsing
choices. Every time I arrive

at class the first thing I do is
go on Facebook. It's pretty
safe to say that I have an
addiction. Hello, my name
is Erin Cochran and I have
a Facebook addiction. The
first step is admitting it, right?
After I creep a little bit, I go
to a little site called Reddit. If
you've never heard of it then
you are definitely missing
out. Users post links to
anything they find interesting
and want to share whether
it be a news article, a blog, a
picture, a video, etc. There are
subsections such as "Aww"
which is a personal favorite
where you can find cute and
funny pictures of animals. I'm
obviously taken advantage of
all the Internet has to offer me.
YouTube
is
just
a
completely
other
story.

WHAT SEEMS TO PE
THE PUMNLEM?

Whether you're looking at
music videos (go check out
Sunlight by Modestep, it's
amazing), laughing babies,
Epic Meal Time or an adorable
little British girl singing
"Super Bass," YouTube is
hours worth of entertainment
and a complete waste of time
all in one.
Have you ever found
yourself with a task at hand but
then ended up on Facebook for
hours? It has literally taken me
an hour and a half to write 450
words...dang you Internet.
Dang you.

Contact Erin at
ECochran08@winona.edu
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You're going to
need the
experience.
Even if you're
an inquisitive,
ruthless,
down-and-dirty
reporter...

Mr COMPUTER WONT TURN
on ah? rrs peeping

...you're still
going need
clips.
Start here.
The Winonan is
looking fo
reporters.
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WELL Cafe cooking class steers students toward healthier eating
The next WELU
Cafe will be held
at 4 p.m. on Nov.
14 in room 138
of the Integrated
Wellness Center.
All
ingredients
and
cooking
supplies will be
provided.

Students
who
are interested in
signing up should
contact Shawnessy
Mohawk
at
SMohawk06@
winona.edu.
Two Winona State students use ingredients and cooking supplies provided at the WELL Cafe to make a healthy dinner.
Samantha Luhmann

Winonan
Three
Winona
State
University students put on
their aprons Monday, Oct.
10 and learned to prepare a
nutritious meal at the second
WELL Cafe of the semester.
The WELL Cafe is a
monthly
cooking
class
available to students of all
majors who are interested
in learning how to prepare
healthy meals suitable for
the college lifestyle. All
ingredients and cooking
supplies are provided at the
WELL Cafe and included in
a $2 registration fee.
At the beginning of the
class, each student was
handed a menu and chose
which item they wanted to
prepare. The entree included
quinoa, sauteed greens and
gingered sweet potatoes with
carrots, while baked apples
and poached peaches were

selected for dessert.
After
assigning
roles,
Winona State's Registered
Dietician Jill Henscheid
walked each student through
the proper steps of the meal
preparation, sharing useful
tips and techniques as
students cooked.
"There's no right or wrong
really," Henscheid said. "It's
all about being functional
when you cook."
Keeping the emphasis on
college students in mind,
Henscheid
specifically
chooses each meal served
at the WELL Cafe, making
sure that each one is simple,
affordable and as wholesome
as possible. Students often
don't know what is healthy to
eat and therefore don't know
what to cook, Henscheid
said.
Sophomores
Dani
Bachmann
and
Maddie
Erickson began the main
course by cleaning, peeling

and chopping the carrots
and sweet potatoes, while
freshman Mel Jensen started
the desert by coring the
apples and stuffing them with
brown sugar, cinnamon and
nutmeg. Unlike the previous
WELL Cafe, dessert was
included with dinner upon
request.
Health
and
Wellness
Promotion Coordinator Erica
Thibodeaux and Henscheid
helped prepare what was left
of the meal.
"Dani made me come the
first time, because I normally
don't do stuff like this,"
Erickson said. "But I ended
up really liking it."
All three students had
attended the first
WELL
Cafe in September and plan
to participate in the each one.
"If I could do anything
in the world, I would go to
culinary school and learn to
cook," Bachmann, a health
advocate at the WELL, said.

Before
indulging
in
The next WELL Cafe will
dessert, students gathered at be held on Nov. 14 at 4 p.m.
a set table and enjoyed their in the WELL, located in
homemade supper together. room 138 in the Integrated
Making sure that students Wellness Center. Anyone
take the time to sit down and who is interested in signing
eat together is an important up should contact Mohawk
part of the WELL Cafe, at smohawk06@winona.edu.
Thibodeaux said.
After
eating,
students
helped clean up and were
able to bring home leftovers
due to the smaller than usual
class size.
Many students who had
originally signed up for the
WELL Cafe had cancelled
due to mandatory attendance
for
certain
classes
to
the "Can I Kiss You?"
presentation about sexual
assault scheduled at the same
time, Health and Wellness
Promotion Intern Shawnessy
Mohawk said.
A total of nine students
attended the first
WELL
Cafe, many of which being Contact Samantha at
SLuhmann08@winona.edu
walk-ins.

Editor's Note: In last week's article, credit for writing the piece titled "Up Til' Dawn spreads awareness of St. Jude's at WSU"
should have been given to Samantha Luhmann, and not Hannah Bauman as was written. The Winonan apologizes for the error.
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WSU hosts guest artists for Performing Arts Center recital
Courtney Kowalke
Winonan
Winona State University
Department of Music hosted
guest artists Daniel Friberg
and Mary Jo Gothmann for a
recital in the Performing Arts
Center Tuesday.
The evening performance
showcased
five
pieces
with Friberg on clarinet
and Gothmann on the
piano. 40 students, staff,
and community members
attended the concert.
"I've been playing the
clarinet since about fourth
grade, so it's been a long
time now," Friberg said.
Originally
from
Minneapolis, Friberg studied
at Yale University, earning
his Bachelor of Arts and
Master of Music degrees
there while continuing to
study the clarinet under
world-renown
classical
clarinetist David Shifrin.
Friberg earned his Doctor of
Musical Arts degree at the

ti

University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities.
Credited by Winona State
as "an emerging young artist
with a growing domestic
and international resume,"
Friberg has accomplished
much in his recent career. He
has toured the United States
and Russia as a member of
the East Coast Woodwind
Quintet
and
has
also
performed globally in South
Korea, the Czech Republic,
Belgium, Hungary, Austria,
Italy, and France.
As a soloist, Friberg
has performed with the
Kenwood Symphony, the
Minnetonka
Symphony,
and the Orchestra of the
Royal Ghent Conservatory
of Music.
He has also
enjoyed playing in a variety
of professional associations,
such as the Connecticut
Virtuosi Chamber Orchestra,
Cedar Rapids Symphony,
Duluth-Superior Symphony,
Minnesota
Ballet,
New
World
Symphony
and

American-Russian
Young
Artists Orchestra.
"His level of control is
really amazing," Winona
State
professor
Daniel
Sheridan said of Friberg.
"No matter the size of the
audience, he's not nervous at
all to go out on that stage."
Friberg is currently the
second and E-flat clarinetist
in the Waterloo-Cedar Falls
Symphony and additionally
gives private lessons in the
Twin Cities.
Gothmann has received a
Master of Music degree in
collaborative piano from the
University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities, as well as a
Master of Music degree in
piano performance from the
New England Conservatory
of Music and a Bachelor of
Music degree from St. Olaf
College.
Gothmann
joined
Lindemann Young Artist
program at the Metropolitan
Opera in 1998 before
becoming
an
assistant

conductor on the music staff.
She worked extensively with
the company, performing
recitals with singers and
instrumentalists from across
the country. Additionally,
she was a featured piano
soloist
in
Gershwin's
Rhapsody in Blue with the
New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra and performed
in the St. Paul Chamber
Orchestra and Minnesota
Orchestra's Chamber Music
program.
"I really enjoy working
with a wide variety of
musicians," Gothmann said.
"It's fascinating to see how
other people work, how they
go about performing, and
it's also a lot of fun to make
music together because no
two musicians are exactly
alike.
Each performance
is something unique and
special."
For the recital, Friberg
and Gothmann performed
Francis
Poulenc's
"Sonata for Clarinet and

Piano,"
which
featured
the movements, Allegro
tristamente, Romanza, and
Allegro con fuoco. After
Gothmann's rendition of
the Sinfornia movement of
"Partia No. 2 in C Minor"
by German composer Johann
Sebastian Bach as a piano
solo, the duo also performed
Andre Messager's "Solo de
Councours."
Friberg gave special thanks
to Sheridan for inviting him
to Winona State. "It's really
been an honor to perform
here," Friberg said at the
end of the evening before
thanking everyone else in
attendance.
The recital was part of the
department's ongoing Guest
Artist music series.

Contact Courtney at
CKowalke08@winona.edu

Can I kiss you?" seminar offers relatable insight on physical intimacy
Hannah Bauman
Winonan

We
have
all
had
to
experience
boring
presentations put on by
our school. I remember in
middle school when our
principal brought us the
Chinese acrobats. Three
years in a row. It was the
same routine and uneventful
and something that had been
seen again and again. This
was the way I was thinking
on Monday, Oct. 10.
I had midterms to study
for, mounds of laundry piling
up in every available corner
of my dorm room and I was
running on Jolly Ranchers
and coffee. The last thing I
wanted to do was spend the
next hour being lectured
about sexual harassment.
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That was the last thing
that happened when Mike
Domitrz took the stage.
Domitrz
spoke
about
many situations where sexual
assault can take place. He set
the scene of a simple Friday
night party and created two
characters
with
asexual
names as to not point the
blame to one gender or the
other. This was important
to the presentation. With
the selecting of genderless
names, Domitrz was able
to show that it does not
matter the gender or sexual
orientation, anyone can be the
person who takes advantage
or be taken advantage of.
Still in the party zone, he
explained how Riley (the
pursuer in this situation)
and Taylor (the one being
pursued) would be observed
by others. Some might see

the pressuring of alcohol
onto Taylor by Riley as fine,
they are friends, and they are
just having fun. Some might
act defensively and run to
Taylor's side knowing the
intentions of Riley.
At one point during the
hour-long seminar, Domitrz
described how different
types of body language could
be misinterpreted. How a
hand on the thigh for Taylor
may seem harmless but for
Riley that could be crossing
the line into the red-light
zone. Everyone perceives
social situations differently
depending on many factors
such as their upbringing,
personal experience or what
they view as common sense.
The more comical part of
the presentation was when
two girls were called up on
stage; girls who were very

comfortable to be in front of
at least three hundred people.
They were seated on a couch
and told to pretend that
they were on a date. Then
Domitrz told one to ask the
other if it was okay to kiss
her. What an unusual thing
to ask of two people who
had just met? What Domitrz
was trying to get to was that
by asking first
you save
time and respect the other
person. How could it be that
simple, you may be asking
yourself. It just is. Take it
from a girl, if a guy were to
ask me if it was OK with me,
if I was comfortable enough
for him to kiss me, I would
think two things. One, what
an adorably, polite, kind,
heartfelt, respectful, mature
and sweet man. And two, uh,
yeah, go for it!
Another common sense

thing that comes from asking
first is that it saves time. No
longer will you have to spend
an hour sitting on the couch
thinking about kissing when
all you would have to do is
ask. Sounds simple right?
I know when I even think
about the asking part, I get
flustered and think about the
denial that might occur. But
then I reason with myself and
realize if the person says no,
then I know that they would
be better as a friend and that
I would be respecting their
boundaries.

See KISS page 15
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"50/50" combines drama and comedy to create cinema gold
50/50 chance to live. This
shocks him because he lives
From his pre-pubescent role a healthy lifestyle.
"A tumor? Me? I mean,
in "10 Things I Hate About
You" to his drool-worthy, that doesn't make sense. I
hair-slicked,
tie-and-suit don't smoke, I don't drink...I
role in "Inception," Joseph recycle."
Also, his girlfriend Rachel,
Gordon-Levitt has proved he
can act in both comedic and played by Bryce Dallas
Howard, cheats on him and
serious roles.
Both sides of the drama his best friend Kyle, played
masks shine through in by Seth Rogen, has to take
his newest film, "50/50". over the role of caretaker.
Thankfully, Rogen supplies
Gordon-Levitt plays 27-yearold Adam Lerner, who has a good amount of comedic
just received news that he has relief to the disease. As
a rare form of spinal cancer Adam begins chemotherapy,
with a name that is hard to he decides to shave his head.
pronounce and even harder He finds out later that the
electric razor he used, which
to remember.
When the cancer hits, it belongs to Kyle, was used to
seems like everything else shave body hair off Kyle.
He also tells Adam, "You're
in his life falls apart as well.
Adam learns that he has a young. Young people beat
Sarah Christiaansen
Winonan

free
Admission
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Representatives
from:
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State

Government
Agencies
and
Nonprofit
Organizations
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is always by Adam's side,
refusing to let the cancer get
the best of Adam. Despite
his 50/50 chance at life, Kyle
tells him, always keeping the
hilarity high, "If you were a
casino game, you would have
the best odds."
This film is one of my
favorites of the year so far.
Your gut will be hurting from
laugher and your heart will
be hurting from tears. Joseph
Gordon-Levitt
and
Seth
Rogen both have standout
roles and provide the film
with the perfect balance of
comedy, tragedy, love and of
course, dirty jokes.
Contact Sarah at
SChristiaansen07@winona.
edu
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Federal

cancer all the time. Every everything's fine,' and like,
celebrity beats cancer: Tom it's not. It makes it worse,
Green, the guy from Dexter, that no one will just come out
Lance Armstrong; he keeps and say it. Like, 'hey man,
you're gonna die.'"
getting it!"
Adam looks past Kyle's
Katherine responds with,
shenanigans, such as trying "You can't change your
to use Adam's disease to pick situation. The only thing that
up women, and starts to see a you can change is how you
counselor, Katherine, played choose to deal with it."
While fighting his battle,
by Anna Kendrick. The two
seem to have a bond past just Adam starts to realize
counselor-patient, despite the everything he took for
obvious awkwardness at the granted.
He befriends
beginning.
two elderly men, Alan and
As Adam's cancer gets Mitch played by Philip
worse, he starts to open up Baker Hall and Matt Frewer,
to Katherine more, revealing respectively, that also have
secrets.
cancer. The three joke about
"See, but, that's bullshit. their diseases and help Adam
That's what everyone has to understand that he is not
been telling me since the alone.
beginning.
'Oh, you're
Throughout his hospital
gonna be OK,' and 'Oh, visits and meltdowns, Kyle

Friday, October 21,2011
1Ga*m. -3 p.m.
Goffman Great Hall, Ground f loor
Coffman Memorial Union Bldg
University of Minnesota»Twin Cities
Participating Employers and Directions at
www, mciKsa.org/govnenprofitfair

Register with
Career Services
by Wednesday
October 19

to receive your
name badge
(required for

For more information, contactCareer Services
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Jack's Mannequin delivers with

Rachel Underbakke
Winonan
If the name Andrew
McMahon doesn't ring a bell
for you, then for your own
good, please keep reading.
Known as the lead singer
of Something Corporate
and
Jack's
Mannequin,
Andrew has made a name
for himself as the soulful,
piano- pounding musician
who people can't seem to get
enough of.
McMahon jumped onto
the music scene in 2000 as
the front man of the band
Something Corporate but
is best known for as the
lead singer, pianist and
primary songwriter of Jack's
Mannequin.
.After
Something
Corporate decided to take a
temporary split after months
of touring in 2004, Andrew
decided to start a solo project
to bring his new songs to
life. McMahon took a real
approach to these new songs,
showing his vulnerability
and giving listeners a very
glimpse into his life and
personal feelings.
The
first
album,
"Everything In Transit"
was released in 2005 and
received immediate positive
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response. A summer tour
was scheduled to support the
record but was canceled after
McMahon received the heart
wrenching news that he was
diagnosed with leukemia.
This news obviously stopped
the band in its tracks, yet
the album still continued to
receive attention. To me, this
album doesn't sound like
a bands first album. It has
a maturity that sounds like
this band has been together
for years. Songs from this
album that I would suggest:
"Bruised," I'm Ready," and
"Dark Blue."
The band's second album,
"The
Glass
Passenger"
was released Sept. of 2008.
This album in itself I see
as a miracle and shows
McMahon's love and passion
for music. After surviving
cancer, McMahon writes a
heroic and emotional album
describing his battle with
cancer and the personal ups
and downs he experienced
through his journey. Songs
that I would recommend
from this album are: "Swim,"
"Spinning,"
"Hammers
and Strings," and "Caves."
This isn't an album of selfpity, but of courage and
McMahon's never ending
will to survive.

awaited third album

After several long years energy and catchy choruses
with no new music from of every song. This album
Jack's
Mannequin,
fans has something for everyone,
finally received good news whether you are in a happy
that the new album would relationship, recently went
be released in 2011 and is through a rough breakup or
named "People and Things". are enjoying the single life,
Jack's debuted "Restless there is something that will
Dream," "Hey Hey Hey," appeal to everyone. A few
and "Platform Fire" in late weeks before the album was
2010 which all ended up on released, Andrew posted
the record. The first single short clips of each song
off the album, "My Racing and discussed what all of
Thoughts" was released them meant and where the
Aug. 2, 2011. The album was inspiration for the songs
finally released Oct. 4, 2011 came from. I love that he did
and was completely worth this because I feel like I can
connect so much more to the
the wait.
"My goal with many songs knowing what he was
of the songs was to strip feeling while writing these. .
One song in particular that I
away the flowery language
and sentiment attached to like is "Hey Hey Hey (We're
newer love and replace it All Gonna Die)." I love this
with starker, less blinded song so much because if you
language about more binding listen to the lyrics, they are
love," Andrew said. This depressing, yet it is an up
album is very different from beat song that you can't help
the last album, changing but sing along to. This isn't
direction from talking about a song that you want to sit
cancer and his struggles in a dark room and cry to,
through his disease to love it is uplifting in a strange
and relationships. The album way and gives a positive
opens with "My Racing outlook on life, which seems
Thoughts," which I would to be a common theme with
say is one of the most up lyrics written by Andrew. He
beat songs on the album.
is incredible at taking sad
While
lyrically
this themes and ideas and turning
album is a slight downer, them into a positive. Instead
you could never tell by the of writing song after song

about how hard dealing with
cancer was, he wrote songs
like "Swim" with lyrics such
as, "I swim for brighter days
despite the absence of sun."
While his life looked dark,
he always has the theme in
his songs that life will get
better.
This is what makes this
band so great. The fact that
Andrew can write about
things that everyone deals
with and everyone feels and
makes you feel hopeful,
like things will always get
better. I expect many more
great albums from Jack's
Mannequin in the future and
can't wait to see how they
change the world. I would
also highly suggest listening
to this album in its entirety
from beginning to end.
Every song tells a small part
of the whole story, so in my
opinion to really understand
this album it is best to listen
to it from beginning to end in
order to feel the magic that is
Jack's Mannequin.

Contact Rachel at
RUnderbakke08@winona.
edu
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"Noises Off!" showcases impressive talent of WSU students

The WSU THAD department performed British sex farce "Noises Off", a story of a doomed play with a comedic twist.
Andrew Fitzgerald
Winonan

If I had to use one phrase
to describe the Winona State
University production of the
play "Noises Off', it would
be "elegant chaos."
I was lucky enough to
catch a live performance on
Oct. 15, the final night that
the play was showing, at the
Performing Arts Center in
the middle of campus, and
I must say, the cast put on
quite an impressive show.
"Noises Off', directed by
Jim Williams, is a hilarious
farce that depicts a play
within a play, focusing
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on the cast and crew of a
theatre, and the various
love triangles and technical
difficulties that crop up for
them during preparation,
rehearsal, and finally the
live production.
"Noises Off' features
Andy Halvorsen, Conlan
Carter, Corrin Carlson,
Molly Daun, Cory Meier,
Bill Rogers, Lilly Roe,
Megan Smith and Pedro
Lander who all take centerstage, and all turn in nuanced,
hysterical performances that
give this play a wonderfully
distinctive feel.
There was not a single
weak link in the entire cast,

although a particular stand
out was Conlan Carter as
Garry Jejeune, an easily
riled actor with a nervous
stutter off-stage, and who
is seemingly
incapable
of finishing his thoughts
entirely, repeatedly ending
his sentences with an
uncertain "... you know?"
His interplay between other
characters was a particular
joy to behold, and the
performance was controlled
and confident.
Another notable role was
Andy Halvorsen as Lloyd
Dallas, the harried director of
the play "Nothing On" who
can't quite seem to keep his

cast under control. Lloyd's
introduction was especially
memorable, stomping down
to the stage from a seat
in the back row to shout
exasperated directions at the
actress on stage. This was a
clever little device to ease
the audience into the "play
within a play" concept, and
it was executed flawlessly.
The play itself was a
nonstop rapid-fire flurry of
perfectly timed dialogue and
panic among the performers.
The concept of a play within
a play worked well and
provided a brilliant backdrop
for these on-edge characters.
Containing a sharp-witted

script, a fair amount of
genuinely funny slapstick,
and enough plot twists to
keep the audience on its
toes, "Noises Off' never lost
steam and held my interest
until the final act. Although
I have not seen many other
live productions at Winona
State, I cannot imagine how
"Noises Off could possibly
be topped.

Contact Andrew at
AFitzgerald08@winona.edu
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National coming out day event offers new perspectives
Noah Fish
Winonan
Adja Gildersleeve had
essentially no idea who
I was when I asked if I
could ride along with her to
Rochester for a 'National
Coming Out Day' event.
She had a head filled with
burdens, as she was asked
last minute to learn a couple
different guitar pieces, as
well as compiling together
a set list for her show. Oh
and, she desperately needed
an oil change. This was all
apparently
insignificant
though, as she quickly
replied to my Facebook
message with an enthusiastic
'definitely'.
I saw Adja perform a
couple weeks previous to
our car ride when she was at
Acoustic Cafe, and again one
early Saturday morning when
she was spryly jamming
away with a group of friends
outside of ZaZa's. I was
captivated with her unique
stage presence (she performs
barefoot) and charismatic
sounds. So clearly, I was
eager to formally meet this
lively young lady.
As soon as we left, I
swiftly began spilling out
handfuls
of
questions,
each in which she had a

highbrow reply followed
with a kindhearted "What
about you?" directed at me.
We chatted enthusiastically
about how much race
should play into Obama's
campaign, the nebulousness
of the constitution, and
how the suggested path of
education can sometimes be
problematic.
Adja, a political science
major, offered me insight
in virtually every topic we
brushed on. I appreciated her
uprightness, even when she
could see me precipitously
jotting down quotes in my
notepad. I was convinced
I was going to be writing
a piece on the event in
Rochester,
but
realized
halfway through the car ride
that Adja deserved her own
piece.
What I discovered to
be most insightful of my
conversation with Adja was
her discernments on how
society influences us to
choose a label. The subject
was triggered by my lethargic
attempt at unfolding our
discussion to the event we
were en route to.
"So umm, are you gay
then?"
I instantly cringed; wishing
I could reach out and snatch
my tactless words and put

them back in my mouth. But
to my surprise she smiled,
and let out a lighthearted
chuckle. Adja explained
to me why she believed it
wasn't as black and white
as I presented it to be, and
I immediately understood
what she was saying.
We are crammed with
multifaceted sensations as we
incessantly undergo complex
stages of establishing our
disposition. During these
stages of figuring out who
we truthfully are, what if we
don't know which gender
we are attracted to? Are we
supposed to dimly choose
one, and go with it? What
if we're wrong? All these
questions clogged the notion
that we all settle under one
defining orientation.
"Labeling makes it easier",
she explained. "Our culture
expects you to choose one
side, even if you feel like
you don't know."
Adja informed me of
the Kinsey scale, which
was created in 1948 by
Alfred Kinsey in order to
resolve the bigoted division
between heterosexuality and
homosexuality. Instead of
declaring one or the other,
the Kinsey scale describes
a person's sexuality by
examining
their
sexual

history at a given time. A
person's position on the
scale can change; due to
whatever lifestyle is being
practiced at the given
time. This made a lot more
sense to me, and seemed to
emphasize the importance of
everyone being a counterpart
more than isolated, concrete
classes.
The event, which was
held at the Civic Center
Theatre, was much more
intimate than I expected it
to be. The program sincerely
released me into a new
perspective. Along with a
delightful performance from
Adja, youth performers and
keynote speakers were at
hand. It didn't really concern
me if the people on stage
were gay or straight - their
stories were all exceptional
to their independence.
Gale Julius, a Rochester
resident, had the packed
theatre on the verge of tears as
she presented her hardships
of being a homosexual
woman. The bullying done
to her in high school brought
her close to suicide. She was
barred from teaching CCD
classes at her local church
when members found out
she was gay, and she was
even made an experiment
by a California church that

continued to 'pray the gay
away' every Sunday mass.
You could sense the ache in
her voice from the endless
onslaught she faced. Gale
is now the president and
founder of the gay-straight
alliance at the high school
she was once bullied at.
As we look back at
'National
Coming
Out
Week', it's important to
remember the impact each
one of us can make. Stop
forcing labels, and start
digging deeper into dialogue
to unravel the authenticity
of individuals. Gay, straight,
bisexual,
whatever
everyone is remarkable, and
deserves to be listened to.

one being raped and take it
calmly. The world around
you will shatter and your
hands will form fists search
ing for something to relieve
the anger upon. But then
you realize you need to snap
out of your own little world
and focus on the person you
love. How are they feeling?
How are they handling it?
Are they OK? Domitrz cov
ered all of these things and
the thing that sticks is how

we say, "That's not right" yet
don't do anything.
Next time you are at a
party or social gathering of
some sort and see a "that's
not right" moment, step
up and take responsibility.
Get your friend or "the pur
sued" out of there and make
sure they are safe. Definite
ly make sure to not bust in
there and start something.
Keep calm because if "the
pursuer" reacts negatively

you then know that they are
in fact "a creeper".
Before I sign off on this
article I would just like to
include some information
that might be of help that we
have here on campus. The
WSU Integrated Wellness
Complex offers counseling
services. They can help you
with anything from sexual
assault to anxiety to family
issues. Remember, if think
ing that you might want

some help when dealing with
a situation, don't be afraid to
seek it!

Contact Noah at
NFish08@winona.edu

Kis&
Many may be asking why
a grown man like Domitrz
would be going across the
country and giving presen
tations to schools on sexual
harassment and the proper
ways to ask for a kiss. He
has a personal connection
to respecting people and
their own set of rules. One
of his sisters was a victim
of rape. As a sibling I can
say that you cannot receive
information such as a loved
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Contact Hannah at
HBaumanl 0@winona.edu
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Warrior Athletics stay up to raise money during 48-Hour Practice
Jarrod Tembreuil

Rebarchek, the faculty advisor,
to recruit athletes and make
sure the event occurred without
Practice, Practice, Practice! a hitch.
"We started talking and
The annual 48 Hour Practice
was in full swing this past organizing as soon as school
started with weekly meetings.
week.
Winona State University Outside of the meetings we
athletes took to the campus worked to find local sponsors
with water jugs of jingling and coordinate the event,"
change for two days straight Hoffman said.
Many
local
companies
with one goal in mind, raise
money to help provide clean donated proceeds to help
drinking water for people in cover any incurred costs.
The donations went toward
Liberia.
Working with the H20 providing t-shirts to advocate
project, last year's 48 Hour for the 48 Hour Practice.
"It was a lot of work by a
Practice raised enough funds to
lot of people to put this event
contribute three wells.
This year Winona State on and make it successful,"
students Nick Hoffman, Bryan Morgan said.
Through the wind and the
Bradshaw, Nicole Drangsveit,
Alex Kautza, Emily Kindvall, rain, one team or another
and Jeff Morgan organized the stood at the 48 Hour Practice
headquarters in the middle of
practice.
These
students
worked campus.
"Each team has two hour
behind the scenes with
women's Track Coach Mason time slots that they are here
for starting on Tuesday at noon
Winonan

and of course ending 48 hours
later," Hoffman said.
Many athletes partook in
this event, including football,
men's and women's rugby,
baseball, softball, men's and
women's basketball, track
and field, men's and women's
golf, volleyball, tennis and
gymnastics.
Each team and sport brought
their own flavor to the event.
Gymnasts, for example, drew
attention
with
handstand
contests while other teams
exhibited their own respective
skills.
However, the focus was
always on fundraising for clean
water. While it may seem
fruitless to run the practice
through the middle of the
night when there are little to
no students passing by, there is
reason to the apparent madness.
"Sitting here overnight is to
let people know that we are
giving up sleep to be here. It
may be a small sacrifice but

we hope it shows that there is
a demand for clean drinking
water and that we care enough
to lose some sleep over it, "
Morgan said.
The need for clean drinking
water is indeed high as the
leading cause of death in the
world is due to contaminated
drinking water.
It's amazing how much a
simple fundraiser such as the
48 Hour Practice can help.
The donation of just $1 is
enough to provide a person
in Liberia with enough clean
drinking water to last them a
year.
On a larger scale, raising only
$1,200 can provide a village of
500 people with clean drinking
water for 20 years.
So how has Winona State
impacted the need for clean
water?
"Last year we raised $4,800
at the 48 Hour Practice and this
year we set our goal at $6,500.
The funds from last year

helped to provide three wells
to those in need in Liberia but
we wanted to help even more,"
Hoffman said.
So to put it in perspective,
even as poor college students
we often lament about how hard
it is to afford the "necessities"
of life.
However, we never have to
worry about becoming fatally
sick because the water we drink
is contaminated with dangerous
bacteria.
By simply choosing to save
$1 and not to buy that extra soft
drink at the Smaug, each one of
us at Winona State could save a
person's life.

Contact Jarrod at
JTembreulll 0@winona.edu

Warrior Athletic Director Larry Holstad to retire after 14 years
Erin Cochran
Winonan

Walking into the office
of Athletic Director Larry
Holstad, you instantly feel the
love that he has for Winona
State University. With the array
of family photos and Warrior
pride I instantly felt at home
and love for my one-day alma
mater. I can honestly say that I
have never met a more genuine
man or had a more enjoyable
interview. The minute I left his
office I felt more inspired than
ever and felt truly blessed to go
to a school that employs such
wonderful people.
In the 14 years Holstad has
served as the athletic director,
the school has experienced
insurmountable success. The
men's basketball team won
two National Championships
within a span of three years;
the track & field team had
two athletes claim individual
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national titles, Mary Thiesen year, Holstad announced this
in the discus last spring and would be his last year at Winona
Emily King in the weight State. After spending 45years
throw in 2007; the women's in his career, 14 of them spent
soccer team has claimed here at Winona State he decided
seven
consecutive
NSIC it was time to focus on family.
championships, the baseball With grandchildren and family
team advanced the NCAA out-of-state, Holstad concluded
Division II championship last it was time to put his energy
June, and the softball team into watching his family grow.
won the 2009 Central Regional "I've loved every minute of
Softball Championship. Over this," Holstad said. "I've never
Holstad's reign at Winona once waken up and dreaded
State, the school has claimed going into work."
27 tournament crowns and 35
When asked about his final
NSIC regular season titles.
year here at Winona State and
But, it's not all the titles his prediction for the athletic
or championships that he's programs, Holstad is very
witnessed as his favorite optimistic. "We're off to a
memories here at Winona State, really good start. We're doing
it's the people. "Watching everything the right way. When
the growth of individuals, it comes to wins and losses,
athletes, and students is some you gotta brush it off because
of the best memories I will take they take care of themselves.
with me," Holstad said. "The We're very competitive in our
relationships you build not conference, so I'm expecting
only in Winona, but throughout good things."
the country is remarkable."
The Winona State athletic
At the beginning of the school programs aren't just known

for their successes. As result questions I've ever been asked.
of big focus on community and You just have to be yourself.
service and school, last year the You have to do it your own
athletic program clocked 3,200 way. Everything is up to you.
hours of community service The planning, the concepts, it's
and have an overall GPA all you. Don't emulate."
of 3.2. Another impressive
From all of us here at Winona
accomplishment was the 12th State, we want to thank you
place finish for the Director's for all you've done here. The
Cup, the highest ever finished legacy that you've built here
by Winona State.
will never be forgotten. From
Holstad has a great prediction the bottom of our hearts thank
for Winona State in the years you and good luck with all your
to come. He hopes to see future endeavors.
more opportunities for student
athletes when it comes to the
financial aspect. With more
scholarships, more students
will be able to experience all
that Winona State athletics
have to offer. "The time you
spend here and the friendships
you'll make will be some of the
greatest memories you'll have
in your life," Holstad said.
When asked what his advice
would be to his predecessor,
Holstad responded saying, Contact Erin at
"That's one of the toughest ECochran08@winona.edu

Warriors throw five interceptions, lose 23-15 against Augustana
Matt Shalbrack
Winonan
The Winona State Warrior
football team gave away an
early lead and was unable to
regain it before time expired,
losing 23-15 against Augustana
Saturday.
The Warriors didn't get on
the board until late in the second
quarter when quarterback Alex
Nelson connected on a sevenyard pass to wide receiver Sean
Hertz for the touchdown. Hertz
also caught two more passes
for 24 yards.
The extra point attempt
failed, making the score 13-6
with 49 seconds left in the
second quarter.
After a turnover on downs
by the Warriors on a fourth
down at the beginning of the
fourth quarter, the Warrior
defense shut the door on the
Augustana's running back on
the goal line, forcing a safety,
making the score 20-8.
With 6:18 left in the fourth
quarter, the Warriors started
driving, compiling a 12 play,
62-yard drive resulting in a
touchdown on a quarterback
sneak by Nelson making the

score 23-15.
On the ensuing kickoff, the
Warriors failed to recover the
onside kick, but the Warrior
defense held strong, forcing
Augustana to miss a 34-yard
field goal that gave the Warriors
one more possession before the
end of the game.
Nelson completed a pass to
Hertz for a gain of 12 yards,
giving the Warriors the ball on
their 31-yard line.
After an incomplete pass
to wide receiver Jay Adams,
Nelson tried throwing a deep
pass where it was intercepted
at the 50-yard line, ending
the Warriors' attempt at a
comeback.
Turnovers were a key factor
for the Warriors as Nelson
completed 21 of 44 passes for
232 yards and a touchdown,
but threw five interceptions in
the process.
Other
than
turnover
prevention, Head Coach Tom
Sawyer said "doing the little
things right" was going to be
the main focus of practice this
week.
Leading the way for the
Warrior wide receivers was
Adams and Speer, who both

hauled in five receptions each
for 62 and 44 yards respectively.
The "Big 3" who are the
Warriors'
running
backs
had a tough day against the
Augustana defense with Theo
Burkett running the ball seven
times for 58 yards, Rayon
Simmons running the ball 16
times for 56 yards and Curtis
Dewberry rushing for 26 yards
on seven carries.
Even though the Warriors
lost the game, "We played
together until the last snap. We
just need to play harder and
take advantage of the snaps we
are given," defensive lineman
Colin McGuire said.
Overall this season, the
Warriors are 3-4 and 3-3
overall in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference.
Next up for the Warriors
will be the Homecoming game
against Concordia-St. Paul.
Kickoff is scheduled for 1 p.m.
Come out and support your
Warriors!
In order to bounce back,
"We have to regroup as a team
and find out how we're going
to turn this season around. It
is going to require a massive
amount of sacrifice and effort

from us. We're the ones playing
the game, and in the end we
control exactly what happens,"
McGuire said.
For more information on
everything Warrior sports
related, please visit www.
warriorathletics.com.
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278 E Third Street
507 457 0392
Free eyebrow wax with haircut
$10 off color or highlights
Only with GiLa Giaquinto and
Shannon Grotjahn
Contact Matt at
MShalbrack07@winona.edu
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I bleed Cubbie Blue and really enjoy watching football
things that makes me happy.
What also makes me happy
is the idea that the Brewers'
As sad as it was to see first baseman Prince Fielder
two division rivals play may have played his final game
in the National League in a Brewer uniform and will
Championship Series before be wearing some Cubbie Blue
going to the World Series, I'll in the near future.
I'd take that in a heartbeat
admit that I am disappointed
that the Brewers got beat and just as much as I'd take St.
Louis Cardinals' first baseman
the Cardinals won.
Albert Pujols trading in that
Why?
I absolutely despise the ugly Cardinal red for some
Cardinals
and
everything Cubbie Blue as well.
Hey, a Cubs fan can hope
they're made of. I think that
they are the Chicago Cubs, and dream big until something
who I aimlessly cheer for in actually happens. Until then,
hopes of a winning World I'll dislike the Cardinals day
Series berth or heck; I'll take in and day out with high hopes
a playoff berth for that matter, that they get "beasted" by the
biggest rival in the National Texas Rangers in the World
Series.
League Central.
But enough about baseball,
Even as a Cubs fan, I was
still cheering for the Brewers to it's time to talk about football.
Overall in my six fantasy
win it all. Don't get me wrong,
I'm still a huge Cubs fan, but leagues, I'm 16-13 on the
there's just something about season. I've bounced back
the little ole Brewers doing big quite a bit from my horrendous
Matt Shalbrack
Winonan

start, going 6-0 in Week Four
and 5-1 in Week Five.
Week Six was great
to me again, with me having a
great shot at going 6-0. I'll do
the math, that's a 17-1 record in
the last three weeks. You won't
hear any complaints coming
out of my mouth regarding that
record.
To quote one of our time's
greatest lyricists, Ludacris,
"I'm comin' for that number
one spot."
Watch, now that I just tooted
my own horn a little bit, I'm
going to lose the rest of the
season. Lets hope that's not the
case!
Anyway, here's a little scoop
on the players who "beasted"
for me this week and the
players who didn't.
Atlanta Falcons running
back Michael Turner went off
this week, running over the
Carolina Panthers' defense for
139 yards and two touchdowns

equaling 25 fantasy points
while New Orleans Saints wide
receiver Marques Colston, who
broke his collarbone earlier this
season, had 118 yards receiving
and a touchdown equaling 17
fantasy points.
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
quarterback Josh Freeman
bounced back from his horrible
Week Five performance to
throw for 303 yards and two
touchdowns for a total of 20
fantasy points.
The last player who I wanted
to highlight is Robbie "Good
As" Gould who had a perfect
evening against the Minnesota
Vikings. He went 4/4 on extra
point attempts and 3/3 on field
goal attempts, connecting from
22, 26, and 51 yards out to
collect 15 fantasy points on the
day.
One player who really needs
to step up his game in my
mind is Cleveland Browns
running back Peyton Hillis.

He left Sunday's game with
a hamstring injury and didn't
return; only getting me one
fantasy point.
I sure hope that I don't smell
the "Madden Curse" on the
horizon.
Anyway, good luck to
everyone going into Week
Seven and remember, like
the great Ludacris says, "I'm
comin' for that number one
spot!"

Contact Matt at
MShalbrack07@winona.edu

Warrior cross country runners prep for Conference meet
Mitch Rudolph
Winonan

The Warriors had their
last regular season meet last
Saturday at the Tori Neubauer
Invitational in La Crosse, Wis.
The men's team placed 24th
overall with a team time of
30:28.7. The lead-time for the
Warriors was from freshman
Sam Westerberg, who had a
time of 28:19.
Teammates Jared Haldeman,
and Jordan Henrickson both
raced under 31 minutes.
The women's team also raced
in La Crosse Saturday. They
placed 17th as a team.
Individually, freshman
Chelsea Schrubbe placed 70th
with a time of 24:21. Not far
behind was junior, Megan
Snyder who ran under 25
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minutes with a time of 24:48.
The University of Wisconsin
La Crosse finished first place
as a team for the men's with a
team time of 26:08.6.
The University of Wisconsin
Eau-Claire came in first as a
team for the women's with a
winning time of 22:45.0
For both meets, the entire
team was not present. "We
didn't race most at last
Saturday's meet. We wanted
the team to stay fresh for
conference," Assistant Coach
Adam Boothe said.
The team endured tough
workouts last week and is
now resting up for the big
Conference meet just days
away when the Warriors head
to Moorhead, Minn, for the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference Championships on

Mundahl has been the
Oct. 22.
"This has been one of our assistant track and field coach
top seasons for both boys' for the Warriors for 13 seasons.
and girls', we've worked well He coaches the distance runners
together and do a great job of along with Boothe.
Many players from the cross
balancing each other out," said
Snyder. "The team dynamic as country team go on to compete
a whole is our biggest strength. in track and field.
Junior Kayla Gudmundson
We do a lot of team bonding,
competes in both cross-country
it's been really fun."
The men's and women's and track and field.
"We only get about a month
teams often train together. They
share the same two coaches, off between sports all year. It's
Assistant
Coach
Adam highly recommended that if
Boothe, and Head Coach Neal we compete in cross country,
Mundahl. This is their second we join track," Gudmundson
said. She and several other
year working together.
"They work really well teammates are dual sport
together, both balance each athletes for Winona State
University.
other out, " Snyder said.
With Conference just days
Both coaches have extensive
experience in cross-country. away, the team continues the
They are also part of the track same training routine as all
year.
and field coaching staff.

"We're definitely prepared
for conference, we took the
rest of weekend off. Last week
has been tough with training.
We're taking it easy this week,"
Gudmundson said.
If the teams do well at
Moorhead, they will go to
Denver, Colo, to compete in
the NCAA Central Regional
meet. After that it's the NCAA
Championships in Washington.
The team will show off their
skills this Saturday and face
off with some of the toughest
teams in the state including
top ranked Augustana and
Minnesota State University,
Mankato.

Contact Mitch at
MRudolph08@winona.edu
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